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Trayed and Tested Promotional RacesTrayed and Tested Promotional Races

C
hristmas Day, 2018, I helped a fellow roleplaying

creative boost her Instagram account. As part of

this spontaneous promotion, I offered to create a

new playable race for every 200 people that

followed along with her page. And the results

were astounding! In less than twelve hours,

@trayedandtested went from 191 followers to

1,150. We really made her Christmas Day.

But why did I do this? The entire promotion was done for

free. No money was exchanged. In fact, I don't know

@trayedandtested personally. We'd only spoken once on

Instagram and that was just me complimenting her on her

art. I read a little of her story, how she was a kidney failure

survivor, and that was pretty cool. But what really got me was

that she was a hard worker with an excellent product. And

there is nothing worse than talent going unseen.

Anyways, these six new playable races for Fifth Edition are

the result of that promotional giveaway. Thanks to everyone

in the community that jumped in and helped out. You're all

amazing!

For more content, be sure to check out DMDave.com.

And a big shoutout to artist Felipe CincoHoras for the

amazing art that he supplied as part of the contest!

 

Playtesting ContentPlaytesting Content
The material here is presented for playtesting and to spark

your imagination. These game mechanics are in draft form,

usable in your campaign but not refined by final game design

and editing. They aren’t officially part of the game.

 

FairiesFairies
A fairy is a type of mythical being or legendary creature in

folklore, a form of spirit, often described as metaphysical,

supernatural, or preternatural.

Myths and stories about fairies do not have a single origin

but are rather a collection of folk beliefs from disparate

sources.

Various folk theories about the origins of fairies include

casting them as either demoted angels or demons, as spirits

of the dead, as prehistoric precursors to humans, or as

elementals.

The label of fairy has at times applied only to specific

magical creatures with human appearance, small stature,

magical powers, and a penchant for trickery. At other times it

has been used to describe any magical creature, such as

goblins and gnomes. Fairy has at times been used as an

adjective, with a meaning equivalent to “enchanted” or

“magical”.

A recurring motif of legends about fairies is the need to

ward off fairies using protective charms. Common examples

of such charms include church bells, wearing clothing inside

out, four-leaf clover, and food. Fairies were also sometimes

thought to haunt specific locations, and to lead travelers

astray using will-o’-the-wisps.

Fairies are generally described as human in appearance

and having magical powers. Diminutive fairies of various

kinds have been reported through centuries, ranging from

quite tiny to the size of a human child. These small sizes

could be magically assumed, rather than constant. Some

smaller fairies could expand their figures to imitate humans.

Some depictions of fairies show them with footwear, others

as barefoot. Wings are rare in folklore; fairies flew by means

of magic, sometimes perched on ragwort stems or the backs

of birds.

Fairy TraitsFairy Traits
Your fey heritage manifests in a variety of traits you share

with other fairies.

Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma score increases by

2, your Dexterity score increases by 1, and your Strength

score is reduced by 2.

Age. Fairies mature at the same rate humans do, and most

are considered adults by the time they reach 40 although they

typically always maintain a childlike appearance. They can

live 350 to almost 500 years.

Alignment. Fairies love their freedoms and are difficult to

tie down with rules or laws, so they tend towards chaos.

Many fairies are good-hearted, but there are some who are

seen as more vicious than playful.

Size. Fairies look like human or elven children. They stand

2 to 3 feet tall in height and weigh between 25 and 35

pounds. Your size is Small.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 25 feet.

Fairy Dust. You can create fairy dust that creates various

magical effects. To use the fairy dust, you must sprinkle it on

yourself or on a target within 5 feet of you. Beyond the fairy

dust itself, these effects do not require any other material or

somatic components. If your hit points fall below half your

maximum, you can no longer use your Fairy Dust trait until

you regain enough hit points to put you back over half your

hit point maximum. Charisma is your spellcasting ability for

these effects.

At 1st level, you can cast the friends spell by sprinkling

fairy dust on yourself.
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At 3rd level, you can cast the enlarge/reduce spell by

sprinkling fairy dust on yourself or a target creature, using

only the spell’s reduce option. If the target is unwilling, it

can make a Constitution saving throw with a DC of 8 +

your Charisma modifier + your proficiency bonus to avoid

it. You regain the ability to use this effect with this trait

when you finish a long rest. At 9th level, you can use this

ability on yourself an unlimited number of times per day

without requiring a long rest but may still only use it once

on another creature.

At 5th level, you can sprinkle fairy dust on yourself or a

willing target to cast the invisibility spell. You regain the

ability to use this effect with this trait when you finish a

long rest.

At 9th level, you can sprinkle fairy dust on yourself or one

willing creature. The target gains a flying speed equal to

their normal movement speed for 1 minute. When the

spell ends, a target falls if it is still aloft, unless it can stop

the fall. At 13th level, you can target one additional

creature with this trait, and at 17th level, you can target up

to two additional creatures with this trait and you can use

it on yourself an unlimited number of times each day. You

regain the ability to use this effect with this trait when you

finish a long rest.

Pleasant. You gain proficiency in the Persuasion skill.

Heart Sight. If you touch a creature, you can magically

detect its current emotional state. If the target fails a

Charisma saving throw with a DC of 8 + your Charisma

modifier + your proficiency bonus, you also know the

creature’s alignment. Celestials, fiends, and undead

automatically fail this saving throw.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

Sylvan.

 

Half-GolemHalf-Golem
The mad wizards of the multiverse have long dabbled in the

art of artificial life. Hence, golems, shield guardians, animate

objects, and other powerful constructs.

However, a few arcane practitioners long ago realized that

combining necromancy with construct creation creates just

as powerful servants that are far easier to direct.

Half-golems are part humanoid and part construct.

Half-Golem TraitsHalf-Golem Traits
There are many types of half-golems, but all half-golems have

certain things in common. You have the following

characteristics:

Ability Score Increase. Your Strength score increases by

2, your Constitution score increases by 2, and your Charisma

score is reduced by 2.

Age. Typically, a half-golem is created when a dead or dying

human merges with a golem. Often, only older teens and

young adults can survive this process. Your constructed

nature keeps you living for slightly longer than humans, 100

to 125 years.

Alignment. Half-golems tend towards both moral and

ethical neutrality but can be of any alignment.

Size. You are a normal height for a human. However, your

construct components make you slightly heavier. Your size is

Medium.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Immutable Form. You are immune to any spell or effect

that would alter your form.

Hybrid Nature. You have two creature types: humanoid

and construct. You can be affected by a game effect if it works

on either of your creature types.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

one extra language of your choice. Typically the extra

language you know is one your creator knew as well.

Subrace. Four subraces exist for half-golems, each based

on a classic golem design. Choose one of these subraces.

Clay GolemClay Golem
Half-clay golems look like humans caked in thick, reddish

clay. However, they can temporarily control the clay, which

allows them to take on disguises.

Clay Golem Resilience. You have resistance against acid

and poison damage. And you have advantage on saving

throws against poison.

Disguise. If you spend at least 10 minutes sculpting the

clay of your body, you can make yourself look different as per

the disguise self spell, however, it does not affect your

clothing, weapons, or other belongings. Your spellcasting

ability for this trait is Charisma. To discern that you are

disguised, a creature can use its action to inspect your

appearance and must succeed on an Intelligence

(Investigation) check against a DC of 8 + your Charisma

bonus + your proficiency modifier.

Quick Move. You can use your reaction to magically gain a

+2 bonus to your AC and advantage on all Dexterity saving

throws until the start of your next turn. You regain the ability

to use this trait after you finish a short or long rest.

Flesh GolemFlesh Golem
Half-flesh golems are humans that have most of their

remaining self, but have had certain parts of their body

replaced with the parts of other dead humanoids. In addition,

much of their musculature has been reinformed with

clockwork parts, allowing them greater control over their

physicality.

Flesh Golem Resilience. You have resistance to lightning

and poison damage. And you have advantage on saving

throws against poison.
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    Immovable. You have advantage on Strength saving

throws.

Powerful Build. You count as one size larger when

determining your carrying capacity and the weight you can

push, drag, or lift.

Iron GolemIron Golem
Half iron-golems are large, powerful humanoid-construct

hybrids that look like living suits of armor.

Iron Golem Resilience. You have resistance to poison and

fire damage. And you have advantage on saving throws

against poison.

Natural Armor. Your partial iron skin gives you a tough,

natural hide. When you aren’t wearing armor, your AC is 16.

You can use your natural armor to determine your AC if the

armor you wear would leave you with a lower AC. A shield’s

benefits apply as normal while you use your natural armor.

Regardless of whether or not you choose to wear armor, you

always have disadvantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks.

Poison Breath. You can use your action to exhale poison

gas in a 15 ft. cone. Each creature in the area of the

exhalation must make a Constitution saving throw. The DC

for this saving throw equals 8 + your Constitution modifier +

your proficiency bonus. A creature takes 1d12 damage on a

failed save and is poisoned until the end of their next turn,

and half as much damage on a successful one and suffers no

additional effects. The damage increases to 2d12 at 9th level,

and 3d12 at 17th level. After you use your poison breath, you

can’t use it again until you complete a short or long rest.

Stone GolemStone Golem
Half stone golems bear a striking resemblance to stone

giants, albeit much smaller in size.

Natural Armor. Your partial stone skin gives you tough,

natural armor. When you aren’t wearing armor, your AC is 13

+ your proficiency bonus. You can use your natural armor to

determine your AC if the armor you wear would leave you

with a lower AC. A shield’s benefits apply as normal while you

use your natural armor. Regardless of whether or not you

choose to wear armor, you always have disadvantage on

Dexterity (Stealth) checks.

Stone Golem Resilience. You have resistance to poison

and psychic damage. And you have advantage on saving

throws against poison.

Stone Fists. When you hit with an unarmed strike, you

can deal 1d4 + your Strength modifier bludgeoning damage,

instead of the normal damage for an unarmed strike.

KitsuneKitsune
Stories depict Kitsune as intelligent beings and as possessing

paranormal abilities that increase with their age and wisdom.

According to Yōkai folklore, all foxes have the ability to

shapeshift into human form. While some folktales speak of

kitsune employing this ability to trick others—as foxes in

folklore often do—other stories portray them as faithful

guardians, friends, lovers, and wives.

Kitsune are believed to possess superior intelligence, long

life, and magical powers. They are a type of yōkai; the word

kitsune is often translated as fox spirit.

However, this does not mean that kitsune are ghosts, nor

that they are fundamentally different from regular foxes.

Because the word spirit is used to reflect a state of

knowledge or enlightenment, all long-lived foxes gain

supernatural abilities.

There are two common classifications of kitsune:

The zenko (善狐-literally good foxes) are benevolent,

celestial foxes associated with Inari; they are sometimes

simply called Inari foxes

On the other hand, the yako (野狐, literally field foxes, also

called nogitsune) tend to be mischievous or even

malicious.

Local traditions add further types. For example, a ninko is

an invisible fox spirit that human beings can only perceive

when it possesses them.

Physically, kitsune are noted for having as many as nine

tails. Generally, a greater number of tails indicates an older

and more powerful fox; in fact, some folktales say that a fox

will only grow additional tails after it has lived 100 years.

One, five, seven, and nine tails are the most common

numbers in folk stories. When a kitsune gains its ninth tail, its

fur becomes white or gold. These kyūbi no kitsune (九尾の狐,

nine-tailed foxes) gain the abilities to see and hear anything

happening anywhere in the world. Other tales credit them

with infinite wisdom (omniscience). After reaching 1,000

years of age and gaining its ninth tail, a kitsune turns a golden

color, becoming a ‘Tenko’ (天狐 “heavenly fox”/”celestial fox”),

the most powerful form of the kitsune, and then ascends to

the heavens.

Kitsune TraitsKitsune Traits
Your kitsune character has certain characteristics in common

with all other kitsune.

Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom score increases by

2.

Age. Kitsune are very long-lived. A Kitsune does not

mature until it reaches 100 years of age at which point it

gains its first tail. It can then live to 1,000 years, when it

receives its ninth tail and changes a golden color, ascending

to celestial status.

Alignment. Kitsunes are often good. However, zenko

kitsune tend towards neutral good, whereas yako kitsune are

usually chaotic and may even be of neutral or evil moral

alignment.
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    Size. Kitsune are usually shorter than most humanoids,

standing between 4 and 5 feet tall. They average around 60 to

90 pounds. Your size is Medium.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Shapechanger. You can use your action to magically

assume the shape of a fox, or your true form, which is a fox-

humanoid hybrid. You can stay in the fox form a number of

hours equal to half your class level (rounded down). You then

revert to your normal, fox-humanoid hybrid form. You can

also revert to your normal fox-humanoid hybrid form earlier

by using a bonus action on your turn. And you automatically

revert if you fall unconscious, drop to 0 hit points, or die.

While you are transformed into your fox form, the following

rules apply:

Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics of the

fox (see below), but you retain your alignment, personality,

and Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores. You also

retain all of your skill and saving throw proficiencies, in

addition to gaining those of the fox. If the fox has the same

proficiency as you and the bonus in its stat block is higher

than yours, use the fox’s bonus instead of yours.

When you transform, you assume the fox’s hit points and

Hit Dice. When you revert to your normal form, you return

to the number of hit points you had before you

transformed. However, if you revert as a result of dropping

to 0 hit points, any excess damage carries over to your

normal form. For example, if you take 10 damage in fox

form and have only 1 hit point left, you revert and take 9

damage. As long as the excess damage doesn’t reduce

your normal form to 0 hit points, you aren’t knocked

unconscious.

You can’t cast spells, and your ability to speak or take any

action that requires hands is limited to the capabilities of

your fox form. Transforming doesn’t break your

concentration on a spell you’ve already cast, however, or

prevent you from taking actions that are part of a spell,

such as call lightning that you’ve already cast.

You retain the benefit of any features from your class,

race, or other source and can use them if the new form is

physically capable of doing so. However, you can’t use any

of your special senses, unless your fox form also has that

sense.

Your equipment merges into your new form. Equipment

that merges with the form has no effect until you leave the

fox form.

Once you’ve changed into a fox and changed back, you can’t

use this feature again until you finish a long rest.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

Sylvan, the language of the fey. The language uses the

Espruar alphabet and has a melodic, chiming sound to it,

akin to choir singing.

Subrace. There are various types of kitsune in the world.

The two most common are zenko, the benevolent

descendants of Inari celestials, and yako, the clever and

cunning field foxes. Choose one of the subraces.

ZenkoZenko
As a zenko kitsune, are you are good-natured and intelligent.

Ability Score Increase. Your Intelligence score increases

by 1.

Lie Detection. You have advantage on Wisdom (Insight)

checks to detect lies.

Spirit Guide. You know the guidance cantrip. Wisdom is

your spellcasting ability for it.

YakoYako
Yakos, also known as field-foxes, are clever, cunning and

sometimes malicious kitsune.

Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma score increases by

1.

Fast Talker. You are proficient in the Deception and

Persuasion skills.

Agile. You can take the Disengage action as a bonus action

on each of your turns. You can use this feature while in fox

form.

 

OniOni
In nursery rhymes, oni are fearsome bogeymen that haunt

the nightmares of children and adults alike, yet they are very

real and always hungry.

Depictions of oni vary widely but usually portray them as

hideous, gigantic ogre-like creatures with a single horn or

multiple horns emerging from their heads, with sharp claws

and wild hair.

They are often depicted wearing tiger-skin loincloths and

carrying iron clubs called kanabō (金棒). This image leads to

the expression “oni with an iron club” (鬼に金棒 oni-ni-

kanabō), that is, to be invincible or undefeatable.
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FoxFox
Tiny beast, unaligned

Armor ClassArmor Class 12
Hit PointsHit Points 3 (1d4 + 1)
SpeedSpeed 30ft.

STRSTR DEXDEX CONCON INTINT WISWIS CHACHA

5 (-3) 14 (+2) 12 (+1) 3 (-4) 13 (+1) 7 (-2)

SkillsSkills Perception +3, Stealth +4
SensesSenses passive Perception 13
LanguagesLanguages -
ChallengeChallenge 0 (10 XP)

Keen Hearing and SmellKeen Hearing and Smell. The fox has advantage on
Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on hearing or
smell.

Actions
Bite.Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +0 to hit, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: 1 piercing damage.
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Their skin may be any number of colors, but red, blue, and

green are particularly common. They may sometimes also be

depicted as black-skinned, or yellow-skinned.

They may occasionally be depicted with a third eye on their

forehead, or extra fingers and toes.

In more recent times, oni have lost some of their original

wickedness and sometimes take on a more protective

function.

Oni TraitsOni Traits
While oni may have varied appearances, all oni share the

following characteristics, including yours.

Ability Score Increase. Your Strength score increases by

2 and your Charisma score increases by 1.

Age. Oni aren’t born as much as they are created by

magical forces. An oni at creation is considered an adult. An

oni can potentially live forever, although most live or depart

their material existence at around 500 years of age.

Alignment. Oni are mischevious tricksters and almost

always tend towards chaos. In addition, oni are usually

malicious and evil. However, a few newer (younger, if you will)

oni have developed good traits and an appreciation of life.

Size. Oni are large, hulking brutes, standing 7 to 8 feet tall

and weighing as much as 250 to 300 pounds. Your size is

Medium.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Darkvision. Oni are accustomed to the dark places of the

multiverse and as such are able to see in dark and dim

conditions. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if

it were bright light, and in darkness as if it were dim light.

You can’t discern color in darkness, only shades of gray.

Claws. Your claws are natural weapons, which you can use

to make unarmed strikes. If you hit with them, you deal

slashing damage equal to 1d4 + your Strength modifier,

instead of the bludgeoning damage normal for an unarmed

strike.

Oni Magic. When you reach 3rd level, you can cast

disguise self. When you reach 5th level, you can cast the

darkness or the invisibility spell. If you cast invisibility or

darkness using this trait, you cannot cast either one again

until after you finish a long rest. At 11th level, you may also

cast fly in place of darkness or invisibility. You do not require

material components to cast these spells. Charisma is your

spellcasting ability for these spells.

Spit Copper. You can use your action to spit a globule of

molten copper at one target you can see within 10 feet of you.

The target must succeed on a Dexterity saving throw with a

DC equal to 8 + your Constitution modifier + your proficiency

bonus. A creature takes 3d6 damage on a failed save, and half

as much damage on a successful one. The damage increases

to 4d6 at 7th level, 5d6 at 12th level, and 7d6 at 17th level.

After you use your spit copper attack, you can’t use it again

until you complete a short or long rest.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

Giant.

QuasiceremorphsQuasiceremorphs
Ceremorphosis is a bodily change that occurs when an illithid

tadpole reaches maturity and is inserted into the brain of

another humanoid being, usually a human. The tadpole eats

away the victim’s brain matter and essentially replaces the

brain, erasing all of the subject’s personality and memory, but

leaving the physical body alive and under the tadpole’s

control. After this, a “morphological transformations” occurs

and after a week a new illithid is created.

It is common for the newly formed illithid to retain a few

memories of its former host. These memories are merely

vestigial and rarely affected the new individual’s personality.

However, on rare occasions, something happens to

humans during the ceremorphosis where the tadpole eats the

brain but was not able to bring the human “to full term.”

Typically, this happens as a result of the tadpoles carrying a

rare illithid disease or coming from a weak brood.

Usually, these “quasiceremorphs” are killed outright.

However, some elder brains have seen value in this sub-

species and their ability to blend in with humans.

Quasiceremorph TraitsQuasiceremorph Traits
Quasiceremorphs come from all different types of

backgrounds and sometimes there are hints at their past

lives. Regardless, your quasiceremorph has these traits.

Ability Score Increases. Your Intelligence score increases

by 2, and your Wisdom score increases by 1.

Age. Quasiceremorphs are typically “reborn” from humans

that were already adults, typically young and healthy (late

teens to early twenties). Due to the partial ceremorphosis,

you can live longer than humans, typically 200-300 years.
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    Alignment. Quasiceremorphs tend towards lawful evil, like

full mind flayers. However, the human half of them may pull

them towards more chaotic and sometimes even good

alignments.

Size. Quasicereamorphs are the same size as humans,

although they may be slightly taller than the original human

whose brain the tadpole ate (due to cranial elongation). Your

size is Medium.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 30 feet.

Darkvision. Thanks to their illithid heritage,

quasiceremorphs have an innate ability to see in dark and

dim conditions. You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you

as if it were bright light, and in darkness as if it were dim

light. You can’t discern color in darkness, only shades of gray.

Dulled Senses. In exchange for your heightened psionic

powers and tentacles, you have lost your sense of taste and

smell. You have disadvantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks

that rely on taste or smell.

Tentacles. You have four retractable face tentacles that

hide in your jaw and nasal cavities. While your tentacles are

retracted, a creature can make a successful Intelligence

(Nature) or Wisdom (Medicine) check with a DC of 10 + your

Charisma modifier to notice that you are not completely

human. You can use your bonus action to extend your

tentacles and another bonus action to retract them. While

your tentacles are extended you cannot speak, and you can

use them to make unarmed strikes. If you hit with them, you

deal psychic damage equal to 1d6 + your Intelligence

modifier, instead of the bludgeoning damage normal for an

unarmed strike. Instead of dealing damage, you can grapple

with them. This grapple automatically ends if you retract your

tentacles while grappling.

Psionics. You know the message cantrip. When you reach

3rd level, you can cast disguise self once with this trait and

regain the ability to do so when you finish a long rest. And

when you reach 5th level, you can cast the detect thoughts

spell once with this trait and regain the ability to do so when

you finish a long rest. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability

for these spells.

Hybrid Nature. You have two creature types: humanoid

and aberration. You can be affected by a game effect if it

works on either of your creature types.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

Deep Speech.

TreantsTreants
Treants are awakened trees that dwell in ancient forests.

Although treants prefer to while away the days, months, and

years in quiet contemplation, they fiercely protect their

woodland demesnes from outside threats.

Treant TraitsTreant Traits
Your treant character has certain characteristics in common

with all other treants.

Ability Score Increases. Your Strength score increases by

2, your Constitution score increases by 1, and your Dexterity

score is reduced by 2.

Age. Treants age slowly, typically maturing around 50 to 75

years of age. Like normal trees, treants can live up to 200

years and some may even reach 400 years of age.

Alignment. Treants tend towards chaotic alignments and

are often good.

Size. Young treants are larger than most humanoids,

standing 7 to 8 feet tall. Your size is Medium.

Speed. Your base walking speed is 25 feet.

Seasonal Moods. Treant attitudes are affected by the time

of year. Depending on what season it is in the campaign

world, you gain traits as detailed below:

Spring. You are in a delightful mood and positively

bursting with energy. During the spring, your walking

speed increases by 10 feet and you have a +3 bonus to

your initiative checks.

Summer. You are temperamental and quick to action.

During the summer, when you hit with a melee weapon

attack you deal 2 extra damage.

Autumn. You are solemn yet eager to help your allies.

During the autumn, when a creature that you can see

targets an ally within 5 feet of you with an attack, you can

use your reaction to swap places with your ally, and you

become the target instead.

Winter. Your mood is dark as you frequently reflect on life

and death. During the winter, you have resistance to

necrotic damage. In addition, you make all death saving

throws with advantage.

Variant: Evergreen. If you like, you can choose to be an

evergreen treant and your mood stays the same

throughout the year. As an evergreen tree, your allies can

use your dense needles to avoid attacks. Any ally within 5

feet of you has the benefits of half cover as long as you are

within 5 feet of the attacker and are aware of it.

Tree Appearance. While you remain motionless, you are

indistinguishable from a normal tree.

Natural Armor. Because of your unusual shape, you

cannot wear armor of any type. Your Armor Class equals 13 +

your Constitution bonus. You still gain the normal benefit of

using shields as long as you are proficient with them. Also,

you have resistance to bludgeoning and piercing attacks.

Fire Vulnerability. You take double damage from fire and

fire spells and effects.

Hybrid Nature. You have two creature types: humanoid

and plant. You can be affected by a game effect if it works on

either of your creature types.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common and

Sylvan.
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Open Gaming License 5eOpen Gaming License 5e
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is

Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights

Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark

owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative

Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and

translations (including into other computer languages), potation,

modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement,

compilation, abridgment or other forms in which an existing work may

be recast,transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce,

license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or

otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game

mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and

routines to the extent such content does not embody the Product

Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional

content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor,

and means any work covered by this License, including translations

and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes

Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product

line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress;

artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic

elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs,

depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphics,

photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and

descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams,

personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations,

environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities

or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark

or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the

owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the

Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark,

sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or

its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game

License by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use,

Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create

Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means

the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that

contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be

Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice

to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or

subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself.

No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game

Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate

Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this

License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-

free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use,

the Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing

original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your

Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient

rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT

NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the

COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying,

modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright

date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of

any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity,

including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly

licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each

element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate

compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered

Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content

except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with

the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of

any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a

challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any

Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights,

title, and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly

indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open

Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish

updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version

of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content

originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with

every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open

Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have

written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the

terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game

Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then

You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to

comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30

days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the

termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000,

Wizards of the Coast, Inc. System Reference Document 5.0 Copyright

2016, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy

Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt,

Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and Steve

Townshend, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave

Arneson.

END OF LICENSE
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